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WEBOOST

PROVIDING OPTIMAL CELL SIGNAL
AND ADJUSTMENTS TO ANY
FLUCTIATION IN CONDITIONS.
PayScale Helps WeBoost Retain Employees
and Find Adequate Compensation Data.

EMPLOYEES: 230

INDUSTRY: Manufacturing

REGION: United States

PRODUCT: PayScale Insight

WeBoost was the first to design, build and supply cell phone signal boosters to the U.S. and Canadian markets. Over the
years they grew, adding new customer-requested signal boosters to their product lines, developing the first ever in-vehicle
cell phone boosters and securing more than 50 patents as we developed and refined our technology.

THE CHALLENGE
Like any company with a highly specialized workforce, weBoost found it challenging to find reliable compensation data
for more obscure job titles. According to Travis Alexander, HR director, “weBoost has really hard-to-find positions like RF
engineers or thermal mechanical engineers. Stuff that’s just hard to track down a specific job description for, especially
as we’re headquartered in a rural area.”
The company used Kenexa, but Alexander and his team were dissatisfied with the software’s lack of detail and the
amount of manual data entry—and spreadsheets—it took to manage compensation for 230+ employees. “I had been
using Kenexa for years. But it wouldn’t allow me to pull data for specific, smaller labor markets like St. George, Utah.
With Kenexa, I had to either choose Salt Lake City or Las Vegas. We’ve got 210 employees in St. George. That’s a lot
of people to ballpark it to Salt Lake City, four hours away with a higher cost of living, or Vegas, a completely different
demographic and job market.”
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WHY PAYSCALE?
Simplified compensation strategy

Increased access to labor market

Addressed Retention

Provided ongoing maitenence

THE SOLUTION: PAYSCALE
At the same time, weBoost was assessing their compensation strategy, PayScale reached out to Alexander and his
team. While PayScale seemed like a viable option from the beginning, the team had significant concerns about the time
and effort it would take to make the switch. “While everything I was looking for in a compensation solution was right
there in PayScale, I was nervous,” said Alexander. “We would have to learn something completely different. That was a
downside.”
However, Alexander’s concerns were alleviated after the implementation and training process was explained, “It was a
no-brainer decision at that point, and we switched to PayScale,” said Alexander. “When we started our implementation, I
was asked what level of involvement I wanted. I opted for the ‘handholding/babysitting package,’ and I got exactly that.
PayScale has been exponentially heads and tails above Kenexa in customer service. It’s made my life easier.”

THE RESULTS
BASED COMPENSATION ON FACTS, NOT FEELINGS, AND ENABLED ACCESS TO UNIQUE JOB TITLES AND LABOR
MARKETS. Previously, weBoost’s compensation strategy wasn’t based on science. “When it came to compensation, we
never had any data behind it. People had astronomical bonuses and really out-of-whack salaries,” said Alexander. Today,
with PayScale, the company is ensuring they’re both retaining key employees with appropriate salary and benefits, and
ensuring the company’s long-term growth and sustainability through detailed compensation forecasting.
GAINED ACCESS TO THE ENTIRE COMPENSATION STORY, NOT JUST THE NUMBERS. PayScale provides weBoost with
more than just figures. “With Kenexa, I would just get a line of numbers. And we would then have to build spreadsheets
and go through all the data manually,” said Alexander. “With PayScale, I get graphs, I get all this geographic data, and
I get all the percentiles. It’s the ‘mic drop’ when presenting managers with salary data. It’s so compelling. All of our
information is in the system. PayScale does the heavy lifting for us.”
SIMPLIFIED FOLDING ACQUIRED BUSINESSES INTO THE EXISTING COMPENSATION STRATEGY. After the acquisition of
their largest competitor, Alexander couldn’t find adequate compensation information for the employees brought on board.
“With PayScale, we’ll have detailed information to price jobs during acquisitions. We know we can get good, reliable data
for any rural or metropolitan area.”
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This science-based approach has also been critical to solving the challenge of finding accurate compensation data
for unique jobs. With PayScale, Alexander and his team can access comprehensive salary information for very specific
positions—in areas across the country. Instead of having to price a small regional area based on a metropolitan area
four hours away, the team can create compensation ranges based on specific locations. “PayScale gives us more data—
and better data. It is by far the superior product. We’ve found far better information than what we would have found
ourselves through other surveys.”
ELIMINATED SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE WORRIES. One of Alexander’s biggest concerns in
switching to a new system was having to manage implementation. But the team spent almost no time of their own on
implementation or ongoing maintenance.
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“I’ve heard nightmare stories of software implementations gone wrong. And this was
by far the opposite, it was amazing. I have never seen customer service like that.
Since switching to PayScale, I have had zero regrets.”
— Travis Alexander, HR Director

ABOUT PAYSCALE
PayScale offers modern compensation software and the most precise, real-time, data-driven insights for employees and
employers alike. Thousands of organizations, from small businesses to Fortune 500 companies, use PayScale products
to power pay decisions for millions of employees. For more information, please visit: www.payscale.com or follow
PayScale on Twitter: https://twitter.com/payscale.
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